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30 minutes with

Anna Starmer
The internationally renowned colour consultant and trend
visionary reveals her inspirations to KBB – from travelling
around the world to spending quality time with family

What’s keeping you busy?
This time of year, I put together my Luminary
colour and trend book for designers, buyers,
and manufacturers. The latest one focuses on
new design concepts and key colours for autumn
winter 2020. I put them together entirely myself –
it’s a labour of love. I travel to find new places,
people, and cultures and I’ve been particularly
inspired by nature recently, having visited Vietnam in
April with my family as well as East Africa in August.
My husband and I, along with our children (aged
eight and 10) spent three weeks driving across
Kenya and Uganda – camping near wild animals in
Maasai Mara, rafting on the river Nile, and meeting
local communities, which was fascinating.
Earlier this year I also published my latest book,
Love Colour: Choosing colours to live with, which
is driven by the idea that we all have a very unique
view of colour and are inspired by so many different
things, but not always sure how to bring these into
our own homes. I wrote it to help arm people with
confidence and expertise to be bolder with colour.
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Have you always wanted to work
with colour?
As a child, I was likely to be found drawing and
colouring, creating mini fashion shows, redecorating
my bedroom, and designing my own outfits.
Then, as a teenager, I used to go to church jumble
sales, buy huge sacks of clothes, and refashion them
into new outfits. I could never find what I wanted in
the shops (I grew up in rural Northamptonshire in
the 1960s), and always felt the need to design and
make new, bright and beautiful things for myself. u

1 Anna’s colourful
kitchen.
2 Anna putting together
moodboards for her
book.
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What’s your career highlight so far?
This year I will be publishing the 20th edition
of Luminary, which I am very proud of. I started
making the books ten years ago, in a shed in
my back garden in north London, when I was
pregnant with my daughter. It was completely
hand crafted, printed on a desktop Epson, and
all fabrics gathered from London markets such as
Shepherd’s Bush and Dalston. Today, I have a studio
in East Sussex and the books are professionally
manufactured in the UK, and sold across the world.

Describe your typical day...
I start by taking the children to school and then
walk the dog along the South Downs national
park near my home. Afterwards, I’ll head to my
studio on the top floor of a building that’s used
by lots of other creative people. Some days, it is
filled with pots of paint and dye as I create new
colours for palettes, and other days it is set up as
a photographic studio to shoot objects for my new
books. If I’m not there, I’m out gathering treasures,
meeting clients, or creating new moodboards.
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How do you to come up with new ideas?
My job is to create colour concepts each season
for my clients, who range from business leaders to
retail buyers. What I put together in my books is built
from pure inspiration. Each season I travel to a new
country to take photographs, gather objects, meet
new people, and experience different cultures.
I bring hundreds of images back and piece them
together like a jigsaw to create original, thoughtprovoking colour and design ideas. It’s a process I
really enjoy, as the results are so unpredictable.

Who’s your biggest inspiration and why?
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It’s hard to say, as I find myself admiring different
artists and designers every season. In another way,
my mum has been a complete inspiration to me –
although I’ve only recognised this recently.
She passed away ten years ago, but throughout
my whole life she kept me grounded. She
encouraged me to be original and gave me
the confidence to strive for what I believe in, even
if it was difficult at times. I now understand how
much faith she must have had in me – she gave
me the strength to carry on when things didn’t go
to plan, and every day I try to pass on the values
she instilled in me to my children.

“As a child, I was always
drawing and colouring,
creating mini fashion
shows, redecorating, and
designing my own clothes.”
What’s the style of your own home?
My home is a thin five-storey Victorian townhouse.
and each level has a different feel. At the bottom
sits an extended kitchen, which feels modern.
I chose encaustic tiles in a patchwork pattern from
Fez, Morocco for the flooring. The cabinetry,
a simple birch with a dark slate worktop, puts it
centre stage. The children’s rooms are filled with
pattern, print, and colourful Indian bed throws.

Any decorating words of wisdom?

What’s your favourite pastime?

That’s what my book Love Colour: Choosing
colours to live with is all about. From buying towels
to selecting wall paint, there are so many choices
and it can often be overwhelming. As homeowners,
we are constantly bombarded with new ideas
and colours, and it seems any combination or style
goes. But don’t get bedazzled – instead, gather
inspiration from books, online, and magazines.
Try to stay in tune with your own tastes. Your home
is your own space where you should feel happy,
comfortable, and relaxed. Make a moodboard
of things you love, create your own personal set of
four to five colours, and keep referring back to this
when you design your room schemes.

Spending quality time with family. We travel a lot
and have done some amazing trips together. I feel
very lucky that I am able to combine global travel
and family time with my research and photography
for my books. Plus, my husband and I built a small
house in the mountains in Andalusia 15 years ago.
It has become a magical retreat for us.
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If you hadn’t become a colour consultant,
what would you be doing now?
Probably still making clothes out of vintage
fabrics. I would love to own my own boutique
shop, filled with eclectic treasures collected from
around the world. KBB

I’ve just discovered...
Uganda.
I’ve always been a fan of...
Photographer Steve
McCurry. I am lucky enough
to own his beautiful image
Girl from Kham in Green
Blouse 1999. I will never tire
of looking at her.
My style in three words...
Instinctive, eclectic, colourful.

3 Anna’s travels inspire her
Luminary books. Shown here are
Iceland and Vietnam palettes.
4 Love Colour: Choosing colours to
live with, £25, Ivy Press.

